In this paper, we propose an autonomic management framework (ASGrid) to address the requirements of emerging large-scale applications in hybrid grid and sensor network systems. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first who proposed the notion of autonomic sensor grid systems in a holistic manner, aiming at non-trivial large applications. To bridge the gap between the physical world and the digital world and facilitate information analysis and decision making, ASGrid is designed to smooth the integration of sensor networks and grid systems and efficiently use both on demand. Under the blueprint of ASGrid, we present several building blocks that fulfill the following major features: (1) Self-configuration through content-based aggregation and associative rendezvous mechanisms; (2) Self-optimization through utility-based sensor selection, model-driven hierarchical sensing task scheduling, and auction-based game-theoretic approach for grid scheduling; (3) Self-protection through ActiveKey dynamic key management and S3Trust trust management mechanisms. Experimental and simulation results on these aspects are presented.
Introduction
Scientific applications, such as waste management [Parashar et al., 2006] , volcano monitoring [Werner-Allen et al., 2005] , city-wide structural monitoring [Kottapalli et al., 2003 ], habitat quantitative synthesis and hypothesis testing in near real time, as data streams in from distributed instruments. To enable this change it is essential that distributed networks of sensors function, not only as passive measurement devices, but as intelligent data processing instruments, capable of data quality assurance, statistical synthesis and hypotheses testing, over streams of data from the physical environment.
Example scientific applications with such end-to-end cybersystems include land surface hydrology process system which need to predict the temporal and spatial hydrologic system variations. Traditionally, the prediction of such variations are often poor with sole simulation model, due to model initialization, parameter and forcing errors, and inadequate model physics and/or resolution. That is, the real-time phenomenon prediction depends too much on (inaccurate) modeling based on historical data. As a result, the lack of (near) real-time measurements makes it impossible to catch the real world temporal and spatial variations. With the advance of the sensor technology, it becomes possible to feed in data from deployed sensor networks at much more desired resolutions, such as with changed sampling rate and varied resolutions. Therefore, such end-to-end cyberinfrastructure with sensor sub-system interconnected with clusters/grids and remote accessible end user systems makes it possible to monitor, control and optimize real time applications.
These emerging applications and systems render new application requirements and systems requirements largely different from traditional stand-alone systems in either grids or sensor networks.
Application Requirements
Future extensive usage of sensor networks for scientific computing uncovered new requirements for characterizing previously unknown phenomenon.
Varied spatial and temporal phenomenon. Due to the variation of temporal and spatial phenomenon, multi-scale multiresolution of measurement collections and processions should be supported. The geographic information embedded in the data is the data source for scientific data assimilation, where data with different spatial intervals are interpolated to fuse with simulation models. In order to support different level of on-line analysis, the requirement for spatial data samplings can be different. Furthermore, due to the dynamics of the applications, the model may require the different resolution of sensor data from different part of the field. Traditionally, spatial interpolations are used. With the availability of large scale sensor network, multi-resolution sensor data can be directly used based on application needs.
Data quality and uncertainty estimation. Scientific investigations require varied data qualities, such as adaptive accuracy, spatial and temporal resolutions. Fidelity, accuracy, precision and uncertainty estimations are important aspects for scientific data assimilations. For example, scientific applications should drive desired accuracy. Such accuracy should be able to be managed within sensor networks.
Predictable temporal response to varying application characteristics. Scientific application require a reasonable (sometimes low) and predictable latency to implement robust sense-evaluate-actuate cycles. It is desired to acquire information (not only raw data) to enable (near) real-time monitoring and analysis. The timescales different from application to application, and possibly for different stages and tasks of a given application. For example, applications involving aerodynamic stabilization and neural control may require millisecond level response while oil reservoir management may require responses in seconds, hours, days or weeks depending on the nature of the control task.
System requirements
Performance and resource sharing. It is especially important for sensor network to optimize resource usage and at the same time to satisfy the QoS of applications. As a result, it is important to investigate the cost tradeoff (e.g. network lifetime, sampling rate, quality of measurements with bandwidth, energy usages), such as costs between in-network data assimilation and raw data collection from sensor network.
Load balancing. Sensor network may consume their resources unevenly which may result in early dying of part of the network. As a result, it is necessary to balance loads, such as in-network computation, communication more evenly.
Power-Aware Self-Managing. Energy consumption is one of the primary constraints in sensor networks. It is essential to provide fundamental system supports to enable energy-efficient self-managing capabilities beyond merely speeding up the performance.
Simple and Extensible Programming Models and Interfaces. To enable current applications and potential future applications, extensible and user-friendly programming models and interfaces design shall be further investigated. The capabilities of a system can only be exploited following an efficient and extensible programming utilities, such as basic programming models, interfaces, libraries etc.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the system architecture of the ASGrid framework. Section 3 presents the self-configuration mechanism through content-based aggregation. Section 4 presents the selfoptimization through resource management and task scheduling. Section 5 presents two security schemes: ActiveKey and S3Trust. Section 6 presents the experimental results. Section 7 presents the related work. Section 8 concludes the paper.
System Architecture
The ASGrid framework is intended to provide an integrated service bridging the sensor networks and grid computing/storage systems. The conceptual architecture is shown in Fig. 1 . The ASGrid framework integrates grid and sensor systems through pervasive data services across both systems, consisting of the following layered modules from the bottom up.
• Self-Organizing Overlay. The overlay network is based on the Content Addressable Network (CAN) protocol with smart spatial and temporal load balancing and adaptive replica. • Content-based Routing. Content-based routing and aggregation are realized through associative rendezvous messaging and semantic aggregation.
• Autonomic Managers. Autonomic managers include master autonomic managers (MAM) and TinyAuto. MAM is in charge of diverse functions of self-managing and provides managing and adapting policies. TinyAuto is a lightweight component designed particularly for sensor networks considering energy-efficiency and other resource constraints.
• Scheduling Engine. High-level task decomposition, scheduling, and resource management will be supported through the scheduling engine. A low-level sensing task scheduling strategy has been proposed in sensor network fields for sensing and data fusion. An auction-based gametheoretic approach has been proposed in grid systems.
• Upper Layers: Preprocessing, Programming Models, User
Interface, and Programming Interface. Queries and tasks submitted by users are first preprocessed, decomposed, and scheduled to appropriate resources. Programming models are used for developers and other interactive software to tap the information and resources in ASGrid systems.
• Self-Protecting Modules. The low-level dynamic key management scheme ActiveKey and high-level trust management scheme S3Trust can be used in both sensor networks and grid systems.
3 Self-Configuration: Content-based Aggregation Service
The content-based aggregation service provides a uniform query interface where aggregation queries are specified using content descriptors from a semantic space in the form of keywords, partial keywords, wildcards and ranges, and the type of aggregation desired. Spatial attributes of a data item, e.g., the location of the sensor producing the data can be specified along with the other attributes in a query. The service extends the Associative Rendezvous (AR) [Jiang et al., 2004] abstraction for content-based information discovery and decoupled interactions. In this section, we first introduce the associative rendezvous model and then describe the semantics of the aggregation service. To meet the needs of queries, sensor networks are self-configured to provide content-based aggregation service similar to the construction of semantic routing tree in TinyDB [Madden et al., 2003 ].
Associative Rendezvous Messaging
The AR interaction model [Jiang et al., 2004] consists of three elements: Messages, Associative Selection, and Reactive Behaviors.
AR Messages An AR message is defined as the triplet: (header, action, data) . The data field may be empty or may contain the message payload. The header includes a semantic profile in addition to the credentials of the sender, a message context and the TTL (time-to-live) of the message. The profile is a set of attributes and/or attribute-value pairs, and defines the recipients of the message. The attribute field must be a keyword from a defined information space while the value field may be a keyword, partial keyword, wildcard, or range from the same space. At the Rendezvous Point 1 (RP), a profile is classified as a data profile or an interest profile depending on the action field of the message. The action field of the AR message defines the reactive behavior at the RP as described below.
Associative Selection Profiles in AR are represented using a hierarchical schema that can be efficiently stored and evaluated by the selection engine at runtime. For example, the profile in Figure 2 (a) is associatively selected by the profile in Figure Reactive Behaviors The action field of the message defines the reactive behavior at the RP. Basic reactive behaviors currently defined include store, retrieve, notify, and delete. The notify and delete actions are explicitly invoked on a data or an interest profile. The store action stores data and data profiles at the RP. It also causes the message profile to be matched against existing interest profiles and associated actions to be executed in case of a positive match. The retrieve action retrieves data corresponding to each matching data profile. The notify action matches the message profile against existing interest/data profiles, and notifies the sender if there is at least one positive match. Finally, the delete action deletes matching interest/data profiles. Note that the actions will only be executed if the message header contains an appropriate credential. Also note that each message is stored at the RP for a period corresponding to the TTL defined in its header. In case of multiple matches, the profiles are processed in random order.
Information Aggregation using Associative Rendezvous
The aggregation service extends the retrieve reactive behavior to specify aggregation operators, i.e., the AR message for an interest profile includes the aggregation operation as follows:
, where attr is the set of content attributes of the interest profile within the AR message header, and retrieve(A) specifies aggregation using the aggregation operator A. Note that aggregations can be constrained to dataelements within a specific spatial region. The location attributes of a data element for an aggregation query are specified as part of the semantic profile of the message header, similar to other content attributes, i.e., location descriptors form (typically leading) dimensions of the semantic information space, based on which data and interest profiles are defined. The data profile becomes (< L, {attr} >, store, data) and the corresponding interest profile becomes
where L specifies the location of the data producer in the data profile and the region of interest in the interest profile. L may use latitude/longitude or any other specification of location. For example, in Figure 2 , the data profile includes the location of the sensors, while the interest profile includes ranges specifying the region of interest. Aggregation queries may also be recurrent in time. In such a query, an additional parameter is required to specify the frequency of evaluation of the persistent query; (< L, {attr}, T T L >, retrieve(A, T a )), where T a is the time interval between repeated aggregates.
Semantics of Aggregation
The semantics of the aggregation query are as follows. When an aggregation query is posted, the query is routed to all rendezvous peers with data profiles that match the query's interest profile. All data items at all peers that match the interest profile specification are aggregated according to the specified aggregation operator and are returned. In case of recurrent aggregation queries, the interest profile is registered at each rendezvous peer for the duration of its TTL, and is repeatedly evaluated at the specified frequency. The aggregation operation is repeated each time the query is evaluated and the aggregate is returned. Note that each aggregation operation is independent.
To illustrate the operation of the aggregation service, consider a traffic monitoring system with deployed vehicle speed sensors. An example of an aggregate query for such a system is find the average speed in the stretch of road specified by region L every 5 minutes for the next 1 hour. An aggregation query would be realized using the aggregation service described above as follows: the client connects to any rendezvous peer in the system and posts an aggregate query with profile < L, p 1 >, and retrieves information using the aggregator AVG defined over region L, with an aggregation frequency of 5 minutes and a TTL of 1 hour. Such an aggregate query can be written as post(< L, p 1 , 3600 >, retrieve (AV G, 300) ), where the time is measured in seconds. This query is routed to, and registered at every peer that stores data elements matching this query. In response, every matching data-elements in the system are aggregated and returned to the client. Resource management in sensor networks plays an important role due to resource scarcity. While most research work has been focused on low-level efficient routing, systematic resource management that is adaptive to application runtime states and contexts has received little attention. We address resource management issues in an integrated and systematic manner: (1) Two tier data and control flow management; (2) Auction-based grid task scheduling schemes; (3) Utility-based and potentialdriven node selection schemes, node-level and system-level utility functions are defined considering all aspects of energy residual, communication cost, and data or information quality; (4) Model-driven data fusion task scheduling schemes. 
Required Results
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Two Tier Data and Control Flows
In ASGrid, it involves multi-tier data and control flows across grid and sensor systems bridged through one or more basestations as gateways. The operations consist of high-level task scheduling in the grid, low-level sensing task scheduling in the sensor network, and distributed data-driven simulation to predict certain phenomena and guide sensing tasks and assure data quality. In particular, a high-level task is partitioned and distributed among computing resources. Note that the task partition may also result in a subtask distributed into sensor fields routed by basestations. The task can be a query of historical data archives, e.g., "how much is the oil production in the last 30 days?", or realtime phenomena, e.g., "what is the current oil concentration in the field near (x,y,z)?" In ASGrid, the former query is preprocessed and a parallel or pipelined task probing the distributed data storage is then initiated. In turn, this task is partitioned and scheduled among grid systems to produce results without launching sensing tasks into the sensor network. The latter query is preprocessed and two tasks can be generated: one task is to run the data-driven simulation using past data; the other task is to launch a sensing task into the sensor network; the simulation results and sensed/fused data are then combined to produce answers to assure the data quality and reduce uncertain noises in sensed data. In the low-level sensing task scheduling, it involves a two-level scheduling with data fusion nodes as intermediate nodes for in-network processing. Fig. 3 illustrates the multi-tier data flow in a hybrid sensor Grid system. Basically, we classify these data according to the stages where they are collected and processed. First, let's consider the data flow from bottom to top in Fig. 3 . A wide variety of data collected from physical world are processed by some fusion functions, producing fused data. These fused data are transmitted to Grid systems through basestations. In Grid computing systems, data collected from sensor networks are integrated with other information to generate required results by autonomic managers. These information includes accumulated data models, expert knowledge, and data across a wide area. The final representations of the result data are visualized to some human-friendly format, e.g., graph, table, etc., on the frond-end.
Following the reverse direction, data are considered as different types of tasks from users. The Grid computing system accepts tasks or queries, and distributes among several computing nodes. Autonomic managers perform some analysis algorithms based on existing data models and knowledge to generate sensing tasks for sensor networks. Then the sensing tasks will go through inter-cluster and intra-cluster scheduling in a sensor network to collect required sensed data. Another important role of the autonomic managers hosted on the Grid computing nodes is to coordinate the behaviors of sensor networks and clusters. The collective data from sensor networks are used to train data models in the simulation engine; the simulation results are used to adjust the parameters of sensing tasks to be completed by sensor networks.
For example, in precision agriculture fused weather data in the sensing field are transmitted to the Grid system, where some sophisticated algorithms and models are run to predict the weather in the next couple of days. As in this example, sensor data are measured from the sensing field; fused data are generated at some fusion nodes; the application-specific data are routed by the base station and transmitted to the Grid system; with further analysis and processing, the results required are rendered to end users in desirable formats through output utilities and visualization subsystem.
Some representative applications of the proposed sensor grid systems are oil reservoir simulation and control applications, medical-care applications in hospital building, and precision agriculture applications monitoring soil and crop properties. Neither sensor networks nor grid systems alone are able to provide pervasive service efficiently and effectively. Sensor networks support for instrumenting physical world with pervasive and ubiquitous devices; Grid computing supports distributed computation across network domains. In the target applications, a huge number of heterogenous sensor motes are deployed according to various properties of desired data: oil concentration, temperature sensor, EKG sensor, photodiode sensor, smoke sensor, etc. The backhaul system is a Grid system with powerful general-purpose computing and storage capacity.
4.2 Auction-based self-adaptive task scheduling To achieve efficient high-level task allocation results we propose a self-adaptive task scheduling algorithm based on auction theory. The algorithm creates a virtual market in which computing nodes bid to compete for task execution in exchange of revenues. During the allocation process prices associated with decomposed tasks are dynamically adjusted until market equilibrium is reached. The proposed algorithm holds the following benefits in decomposed task scheduling: 1) when market equilibrium is reached the allocation result is Pareto Optimal in that social efficient outcome and double-sided revenue max- imization are achieved. 2) the winner determination process is distributed across all the computing nodes, therefore alleviating bottleneck in cluster scheduler. 3) the algorithm is incentive compatible which promotes truthful revelation from all the computing nodes which are characterized as self-interested in nature.
In ASGrid the auction-based scheduling is triggered upon task submission from users. Fig. 4 shows the decomposed task flow through both inter-cluster and intra-cluster level, where auctions are held in order to achieve efficient and fair allocation results. As depicted in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , tasks submitted by user going through the front-end will be scheduled at both levels. When the task is accepted by one cluster, it is decomposed into task bundles for further distribution. At the start of the scheduling a virtual market is established in which unallocated tasks are treated as commodity supplies. Each computing node participating in auction has its own valuation of all the task combinations. Based on this valuation at each auction round each computing node requests its current demand of tasks which will maximize its utility at current market price. The utility of each computing node is simply given by
is defined as valuation and payments of computing node i for bundle demand d i respectively. The auction is initiated and monitored by local cluster scheduler as the auctioneer. Therefore from game theoretical perspective the auction process can be treated as a dynamic 1-N non-cooperative game in which auctioneer and bidders seeking their own interest for payoff maximization.
The proposed algorithm experiences two phases in distributing decomposed tasks onto computing nodes. The first phase is called initialization phase, in which task associated information are broadcasted to all the computing nodes. With all the information at hand each computing node will generate a marginal valuation vector representing its acceptable deal prices at different task quantities. The valuation is generated based on the estimation of execution time of each computing node. The auctioneer will collect all the vectors from computing nodes and combine them into a marginal valuation matrix to guide the price adjustment in auction. The prices are sorted in an ascending order and potential tie is break by the auctioneer. The second phase is called iterative bargaining phase, in which auction proceeds in discrete rounds. At each round auctioneer sends an offer based on the marginal valuation matrix to all the computing nodes. Each computing node will respond to this offer with its current task demand by evaluating its utility function. If the total demand from all the computing nodes exceeds the task supply number, the price will drop off and the next round starts. Gradually as all computing nodes drop their demand the final market equilibrium is formed at the point where demand equals to supply. The unique existence of equilibrium is guaranteed according to prior research work [Debreu, 1959] . At the end of the auction each bidder pays for its winning bundle. Instead of paying with the final market clearing price, each bidder keeps track of a reserved price vector. At each round when the demand from all the other opponents decline down below the supply number, then the current computing node is ensured to win at least the difference of market supply and cumulative demands from its opponents. This part is payed at current round price and is cumulated into final payments. Such non-linear payment strategy is used against strategic bidding which might destroy the overall market equilibrium.
Utility-based sensor selection
We define the node and system utility as follows.
Node utility. Based on the data quality, communication cost to transmit the data to a cluster head, and energy residual in a sensor node i, we define the node utility µ i as below,
where φ(Z i ) is the information utility of node i; vartheta (j, i) represents the communication cost between the leader node j and i; ε(i) reflects the current energy level in node i. System utility. We further define the system utility µ s (t) at the time t as a combined utility of all sensor nodes in a system or a cluster, given by,
The system utility reflects the system state at time t. For a specific task, a set of thresholds and corresponding values of α, β and χ are predefined. For example, if the value of µ s (t) is small or below a certain threshold, which indicates that the energy of the local cluster decreases, should be assigned a larger value compared to and . In this case, the leader node will tend to select the nodes with more energy. A cluster head selects a slave node to accomplish the sensing task according to the best node utility µ i among all slave nodes using certain α, β and χ values. To further maximize the overall system utility, the three weighted parameters will be adjusted to adapt to current system states. We propose to study the effects of node utility and system utility on various properties of sensor networks and tasking performance.
The utility-based sensor node selection method has been adopted by our PMTracking algorithm for energy-efficient target tracking in large scale sensor networks. In PMTracking algorithm, the deployed wireless sensor network is modeled as a Markov chain; targets traveling from one location to another is considered as state transition in this Markov chain model. To capture the moving trajectory and predict the next possible location of a randomly moving target, a n × n transition matrix P is used. Each element in P represents a state in this Markov chain, that is a sensor in the network. Its value indicates the possibility with which the target will enter this state in the next time interval. To increase tracking accuracy, signal strength gain (SSG) is defined for each sensor to measure that whether a target is approaching this sensor or not. Based on the information defined above, the node quality is then calculated, which correspond to φ(Z i ) in 1. Combined with energy residual of a sensor node and communication cost, the node utility is then evaluated.
In PMTracking, we assume a powerful sink in the system, which can calculate node utilities each time based on the information updated by sensors in the network. When a target is detected, the sink node will select three sensors with the highest node utilities as tracking node, activate them, and estimated the target location based on their reported data.
The system utility is considered in dynamic PMTracking scheme to adjust system behavior based on its current status. When the energy level of the whole system drops below a certain threshold,the value of β used in 1 increases, thus the PMTracking algorithm will become more conservative in energy usage.
In implementation, LQI (link quality indicator) can be used as a measurement of communication cost between sensors. LQI is implemented by IEEE 802.15.4, and used in ChipCon2420 transceiver. Most recent sensor modules, including Tmote sky/Telos, micaz, and Intel Mote, have adopted this indicator.
Potential-driven node selection
In utility based node selection method, decision for next step is usually restricted to a specific node which has the highest node utility. But in some cases, only a direction for next step is needed. For example, when a robot is used as a mobile collector to collected data, direction information is more useful then. In a deployed sensor network with each node knowing its location information, a more realistic potential-driven scheme can be employed.
We define a "virtual force" − → f i between a sensor node i and a mobile collector. The mobile collector can be either a mobile agent or a robot. This virtual force is defined as a vector. It has magnitude | − → f i | and a direction pointing from the mobile collector to the node i. The magnitude value includes information like distance from certain event-regions, geographic relation with a user interest event-region, signal strength, and/or energy residual of a sensor node. Calculation of this value is adjustable and application-oriented.
The "potential", − → f p is defined as the combined force of all the virtual forces from neighbor nodes around a mobile collector. Since − → f is a vector, parallelogram rule of vector addition is followed to calculation the potential. And as a result, the potential − → f p is also a vector, which consisting a direction pointing to the next moving step of the mobile collector and a magnitude value indicating the specified information.
After calculate the direction of next step, several factors should be considered by the mobile collector. Refer to Fig. 5 as an example. If the angles r 1 > r 2 , then Node 2 is chosen as the next hop, otherwise Node 1; while if r 1 = r 2 , the decision will be based on the values of 4.5 Model-driven sensing task/workload scheduling and allocation Fig. 6 shows the hierarchical architecture with four kinds of nodes: base station, data fusion node, routing node, and source node. Networked sensor nodes are organized into N clusters with n source nodes in each cluster. Two kinds of data are produced in each cluster: original data measured by source nodes and fused data processed by fusion nodes. The total amount of original data (M) and fused data (D) are known as specified by the sensing task and high-level task of the application, respectively. Four kinds of sensor nodes follow the realistic sequential computation and communication model (SSCM). For example, a source node can not transmit its sensor data until it completes the measuring task; a fusion node must perform processing data after all source nodes have reported their data. SSCM also means that at one time the data fusion node (base station node) receives data from one source node (one data fusion node). To formulate the scheduling models, we assume that measuring, communication, and processing time are compound measures, including all possible packet loss, synchronization overheads, and other uncertain factors.
Due to space limit, we only describe the basic scheduling strategies in multi-hop hierarchical sensor networks. For more details, please refer to our previous work [Li and Cao, 2008] . The hierarchical scheduling strategy includes intracluster scheduling and inter-cluster scheduling.
One data fusion node and a set of routing nodes and source nodes constitute a working cluster, where each source node is able to communicate with the fusion node through routing nodes in a multi-hop manner. To complete certain amount of sensor readings in minimum finish time, the workload should be allocated to source nodes and scheduled to avoid transmission conflicts and idle time on the fusion node. All source nodes start to measure data at the same time; once the previous source finishes transmitting data, the other one completes its measuring task and starts to transmit its data. Data transmission and throughput are independent to each branch until they arrive at the last routing node which is connected to the fusion node. At this time, communication should be coordinated to avoid collisions. Thus, we define the time from the source node starting to sense data until data arrive at the node next to the fusion node as buffer time. During report time the last routing node at each branch sends data to the fusion node. As a result, the proposed timing diagram minimizes the finish time by scheduling the measuring time and report time of each source node. Moreover, since the intra-cluster scheduling tries to avoid the transmission conflicts at the fusion node, energy spent on retransmission are conserved.
Data fusion nodes perform some aggregation function on the data collected from in-cluster source nodes. The inter-cluster scheduler decides the amount of workloads to be assigned to each cluster, using the execution times of aggregation functions, transmission between fusion nodes and the base station, and incluster data collection derived in the previous section.
When aggregating data on the fusion node, original data are reduced to a smaller set of values, which aims to fulfill the highlevel task of an application. From the perspective view of the whole sensor network, data fusion nodes can be viewed as intermediate nodes, which apply some aggregation functions on the original data. Key management schemes can be classified into static and dynamic schemes according to whether keys are pre-distributed and kept rather statically or keys are predistributed and dynamically updated by periodic or often rekeying operations. Most work has been devoted to static key predistribution [Eschenauer and Gligor, 2002 , Chan et al., 2003b , Du et al., 2003 , Liu and Ning, 2003 ] and polynomial-based key establishment [Blom, 1985 , Blundo et al., 1992 schemes. In contrast, dynamic key management has been received little attention. Due to node capture or physical tampering, static key management is inadequate and does not respond quickly enough under attacks. With dynamic key management, a node captured can be isolated out of the trusted nodes quickly and effectively. To enable efficient dynamic key management, we propose a novel notion of active/proactive key management scheme. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first such attempt in the sensor network security community. As shown in Fig. 7 , an active key includes not only key material but also active operations to generate dynamic session keys. Following the notation of active keys, we can classify all previous work as passive key management schemes. Different from passive keys, an active key consists of data (passive part) and operations (active part). The passive part can include traditional keys, deceptive data, and the state of the active key; the active part includes the operations, which can be defined in simple notations, such as arithmetic (+, -, *, /) or logic (AND, OR, XOR) operations, in a simple coding language, such as a limited assembly language following a simplified ISA (instruction set architecture) in a virtual machine, or in a key handler style, such as a local procedure call or as a remote procedure call pointer. To generate a valid session key, the host node can invoke the operations on the passive part of the active keys alone or on the combined data including the passive part and local specifications of the sensor node. We adopt existing deterministic key predistribution schemes, such as Blom and Polynomial schemes [Blom, 1985 , Blundo et al., 1992 . For key distribution, the naive scheme is to predistribute a unique shared active key for all nodes. Even in this case, the active key makes the session key dynamic, which offers better resilience against node compromise. When a node is compromised, the adversary will try to launch various attacks that will result in large amount of state transitions in active keys, which can potentially reveal the fact that this node has been compromised. A better scheme is to adopt existing determined key predistribution schemes, such as Blom and Polynomial schemes [Blom, 1985 , Blundo et al., 1992 . In this case, different from passive keys, active key pool is constructed and a subset of active keys is preloaded in each node. To further enhance it, we can choose to adapt the random key predistribution schemes for our active key management [Eschenauer and Gligor, 2002 , Chan et al., 2003b , Du et al., 2003 , Liu and Ning, 2003 .
For key revocation and dynamic update, two options are available: centralized schemes [Eschenauer and Gligor, 2002] , where the base station makes decisions on which nodes have been compromised according to information collected from all nodes and announces a revocation message and new active keys to correct nodes; and distributed schemes [Chan et al., 2003b , Chan et al., 2003a , where the revocation decisions are made collaboratively in a local cluster or neighborhood of suspected nodes by distributed voting and states inspection of active keys.
S3Trust: Robust and Scalable Reputation Management System
To further protect the sensor grid systems, we propose a reputation management system S3Trust. It addresses the dilemma between the completeness in reputation calculation and the network overload. S3Trust features a H-Trust aggregation scheme which is inspired by the h-index algorithm [Hirsch, 2005] . Leveraging the robustness of the algorithm under incomplete and uncertain circumstances, S3Trust offers a robust reputation evaluation mechanism for both individual and group trusts with minimal communication and computation overheads. S3Trust further considers spatial and temporal information to update and adapt trust scores for an individual and groups. S3Trust consists of the following components: local trust manager, group trust manager, and distributed trust database. Local trust manager is responsible for local trust score calculation and trust evaluation. A trust seeker is used for querying, locating of trust data over the network and also makes the trust inference among peers. We use group trust manager to aggregate group reputation. Preliminary results are demonstrated in the next section.
Experimental Evaluation
The objective of the experiments presented in this section is to evaluate and demonstrate system performance and scalability, and its ability to support wide-area networked sensor network deployments of scientific applications. In addition, the performance and robustness of S3Trust scheme is also demonstrated.
The objective of the experiments presented in this section is to evaluate and demonstrate system performance and scalability, and its ability to support wide-area networked sensor network deployments of scientific applications. In addition, the performance and robustness of S3Trust scheme is also demonstrated. is composed of hundreds of wireless nodes, is used for this set of experiments. We assume that huge amount of sensing data are generated, but only a small portion of them are queried and processed. The goal of the experiment is to demonstrate the ability of the pervasive data services to provide (near) real-time data aggregation from sensor networks. PlanetLab is a large scale heterogeneous distributed environment composed of interconnected sites on a global scale. The goal is to demonstrate the ability of pervasive data services to support application even in an unreliable and highly dynamic environments such as PlanetLab, which essentially represents an extreme case for a Desktop Grid environment. The Meteor data aggregation service is currently deployed on about 300 nodes on Orbit, which have been used in the experiment presented below. In the experiment, each machine ran an instance of the stack, randomly joined the overlay during bootstrap phase, and served as a master or worker node with one worker instance per node. The sensor field is partitioned to about 10 × 5 coordination clusters, where each cluster had about 6 sensor nodes, in which 50 sensor nodes acted as cluster head and others served as members of the clusters.
Support of Grid Applications
We first evaluate and compare number of required messages with respect to in-network and external data quality control as shown in Figure 10 (a) . External data quality control with larger network size have largest number of messages flowing through sensor network, since it needs to transfer local aggregated information to the remote sink. In-network data quality control have the same order of number of messages in theory. However, since the evaluation of data quality is localized (e.g. close to the targeted region), no messages are required to relay the results outside the network. As we expected, number of messages required per unit time decrease as the aggregate interval increases.
Figure 10 (b) shows the latency for one data quality cycle with in-network and external data quality control schemes. Lo- calized data processing shortened such cycle which is especially attractive for larger size of sensor networks.
Sensing Task Scheduling
Through simulations, we investigate the effects of three system parameters -measurement, communication, and processing speed -on the finish time and energy consumption through numerical simulations. In the simulation, the amount of data all the source nodes need to measure is M = 1000. We assume that the required informative data after processing the original data gathered at the base station should be L = 100. We adopt the following energy parameters: transmitting a unit of sensor reading over a unit distance takes e tx = 200nJ; receiving one unit of sensor reading consumes e rx = 250nJ; measuring one unit of sensor reading needs e s = 100nJ; processing one unit of observation consumes e p = 30nJ; the distance between the sender and the receiver is d = 100m. There are 30 source nodes in each cluster; the number of routing nodes in between a source and a fusion node is 10. (Note that e s depends on the sensors used for particular applications and could be of different orders of magnitude for different applications.) Fig. 11 shows the finish time versus the number of clusters. Since the number of clusters equals that of data fusion nodes, increasing N leads to the increment of both data fusion nodes and source nodes. In Fig. 11(a) , the value of S m is chosen from 0.8 to 1.6, while S c and S p is fixed to 1.0. This figure shows that measurement speed almost does not affect the finish time because sensing takes a small fraction of the entire execution time. Fig. 11(b) and 11(c) show that when the communication or processing speed of sensor nodes increases, the finish time is reduced. However, the effect of S p is not as significant as S c . We can find that the five lines in Fig. 11(c) The simulation results for our PMTracking algorithm are shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 . In this example, the target moves in a circle of the deployed sensor grid. Naturally, the sensor nodes located near the circle have more accurate information about the target location, and they will have the least energy residual if they were selected every time interval. But our PMTracking algorithm tends to conserve energy by activating nodes with high node utility. Since we consider not only information quality but also energy residual and locations, we can achieve better energy balance using PMTracking.
Auction-based Grid Task Scheduling
To validate the proposed auction-based grid task scheduling is efficient and incentive compatible we have implemented the algorithm using SimGrid [Legrand et al., 2003] . The simulation was conducted on 20 cluster nodes. The results are exhibited in Fig. 14. The first set of simulations was intended to investigate that the auction-based scheduling promotes truthful revelation and gains maximum social welfare. To achieve this goal we have allowed for 32 rounds of jobs arriving. And at each round jobs are further divided into tasks. As the round goes the task number is increasing. From Fig. 14(a) we can observe that the resulting social welfare is always higher compared with baseline random allocation. To examine the effects of trick playing we randomly chose a computing node. At each round it either truthfully report its demand, or report misleading information by exaggerating or under-reporting. As is observed in Fig. 14(b) , all of which produce profits decreasing for the computing node, which will in turn result in honest bidding. In the next set of simulation we have fixed the maximum task number to 80 and constrained the maximum number of bidding at each 
, in which T i stands for average task completion time of computing node i. The greater the value of FI, the more even workload distributed across the cluster. By varying the heterogeneity the FI experienced decreasing greatly, as showed in Fig. 14(c) . However in typical clusters the heterogenous index is less than 0.1, making our strategy effective in relatively fair workload balancing for task scheduling.
Trust Management
The primary metrics we use to assess the performance of the reputation system are "the percentage of malicious services" and "The detection rate of malicious peers". The experiments are done simulating a network with 500 peers where 10% of the peers are malicious and 10% of the peers have bad credibility. The simulation of a P2P grid network proceeds in simulation cycles: each simulation cycle is subdivided into a number of service distribution cycles. In each service cycle, a peer in the network may be actively submitting a job. When distributing a job, a peer waits for incoming responses, selects a most reputable peer to distribute the job. When a job cycle completes, the peer inserts a new transaction record to its History Table.
In Figure 15 , we observe that in a larger network, S3Trust still functions well and the convergence time increases in a reasonable range duo to more iteration complexity caused by largerscale networks. Both results demonstrate that the S3Trust system detects most of the malicious peers after aggregation iterations. On average, the peers transmit modest messages and incur acceptable communication overheads.
Related Work
Aggregation in Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Environments Aggregation in large P2P distributed systems is often based on a hierarchical architecture. The Astrolabe [van Renesse et al., 2003] project at Cornell is designed to provide a DNS-like distributed management service to allow nodes to aggregate information by dividing the network into (non-overlapping) zones arranged hierarchically. Similarly, the effort presented in [Bawa et al., 2003] formulates the Node Aggregation problem in P2P systems and presents a number of approaches to address the problem, including approaches based on spanning tree induction and using redundant topologies. While these approaches are similar to the one presented in this paper, the key difference is the support for content-based aggregation query formulations and the aggregation guarantees provided. Cone [Bhagwan et al., 2003 ] augments a DHT with a trie to support heap functions, which provide an aggregation operator at the root of every subtree. For different aggregate operators and applications, different independent tries and/or overlay structures can be formed. In this paper, a generic prefix trie-based aggregation protocol is provided, which supports content-based in-network aggregations using different application-specific operators or functions using the same trie structure. Sharing the same trie structure among multiple queries and applications amortized maintenance costs.
PHT [Chawathe et al., 2005 ] is a recent approach based on a trie data structure, which requires explicit periodic maintenance of the underlying trie structure. The approach presented in this paper is similar to PHT since it uses a trie-based approach. However, unlike PHT, this approach maintains no persistent state about the aggregate trie in the overlay. Aggregation in Sensor Networks Data aggregation is an essential functionality in sensor networks, and has been addressed by increasing research efforts. The Cornell Cougar [Yao and Gehrke, 2002] and Tiny AGregation (TAG) [Madden et al., 2002] systems provide high level programming abstractions that view the sensor network as a distributed database, and enable users to execute queries expressed in a suitable relational language. Optimizations techniques such as aggregation trees are used to resolve queries efficiently. Only single tasking with homogeneous aggregation operations is supported. The approach presented in this paper defines the aggregation operations as programmable reactive behaviors and can associate different aggregation operators with different data scopes and properties. Some research groups have recently started to build middleware systems to manage sensor networks [Costa et al., 2005 , Hackmann et al., 2006 . The RUNES middleware [Costa et al., 2005] aims to develop software components for networked embedded systems. RUNES features reconfigurability and dynamic linking on top of the Contiki operating systems. Recently, the SensorWeb initiatives are being designed to spread collected data and processed information throughout the Internet. We propose to take advantage of the self-managing features offered by the notion of autonomic computing [Kephart and Chess, 2003 ] to integrate grid and sensor systems.
Game and economic theoretic applications in grid task scheduling Game theory and economic model have gained popularity in recent years in grid task scheduling [Buyya et al., 2002 , Mahajan et al., 2004 . Most analysis methods are built upon the assumption of non-cooperativeness among computing nodes. For example, Rzadca et al. [Rzadca et al., 2007] have proposed fair resource management schemes in dedicated grids based on game theoretical analysis. Kwok et al. [Kwok et al., 2005] have investigated equilibrium states in non-cooperative grid model using probabilistic methods. In [Grosu and Das, 2004] Grosu and Das tried to solve the resource management problem in grids by using auction methods. For mobile grids Ghosh et al. [Ghosh et al., 2005] have implemented a bargaining protocol for access point and mobile nodes. Besides these theoretical work, real world systems are also proposed. Buyya et al. [Buyya et al., 2000] have proposed Nimrod/G, which coordinates resource allocations in grids and integrates multiple economic models. Another representative system is Popcorn [Regev and Nisan, 2000] , in which parallel application scheduling is implemented in a Web-based computing system based on auction mechanisms. Wolsk et al. [Wolski et al., 2001 ] have proposed G-commerce which implemented commodity market-oriented resource management and scheduling.
Conclusion
We presented a comprehensive autonomic managing framework ASGrid for managing hybrid sensor grid systems and applications. The ASGrid framework ushers in a novel concept of autonomic sensor grid systems. In particularly, we described self-configuration, self-optimization, and self-protection mechanisms under the framework. Self-configuration was realized through content-based aggregation. Self-optimization was fulfilled through systematic utility-based resource management, data fusion task scheduling, and auction-based game-theoretic approach. We then presented security mechanisms: low-level dynamic key management and high-level trust and reputation management schemes. Experiments and simulations were presented to demonstrate part of the functionalities and performance of the ASGrid. We will continue our research to realize full-fledged self-managing hybrid sensor grid systems.
